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                 I need a Research Paper: Proposal Assignment                I need a Research Paper: Proposal Assignment

                Criteria Ratings Points Topic Appropriateness and Focus 10 to >8 pts Advanced Topic proposal is clearly stated, and focused, with specific, achievable goals. 8 to >6 pts Proficient Topic may lack clarity or focus, or may be too broad or narrow in scope. 6 to >0 pts Developing Topic may lack clarity or focus, and needs substantial further development. 0 pts Not Present  10 pts Content 10 to >8 pts Advanced Proposed paper topic is within the scope of the course, with economic reasoning central to the planned research paper. 8 to >6 pts Proficient Proposed paper topic is broadly within the scope of the course, but it is unclear how economic reasoning is to be applied to the topic. 6 to >0 pts Developing Proposed paper topic is not within the scope of the course, or economic reasoning is peripheral to the topic. 0 pts Not Present  10 pts Grammar, Spelling, Style, APA 5 to >3 pts Advanced Entire document had only a few minor grammatical and/or spelling errors, using APA format correctly. The document was written in an academic tone, without use of slang, contractions, or other informalities. 3 to >1 pts Proficient Grammar and spelling were generally good, and the use of APA format displayed few errors. Informalities in the document were minor and did not distract from the content. 1 to >0 pts Developing Document had significant grammatical, spelling, or formatting problems, and/or had stylistic problems such as use of slang, contractions, and other informalities or unscholarly tone throughout the document. 0 pts Not Present  5 pts Adequate Length 5 to >3 pts Advanced Entire document was at least 270 words (90% of required minimum). 3 to >1 pts Proficient Entire document was less than 270 but more than 200 words 1 to >0 pts Developing Entire document was less than 200 words. 0 pts Not Present  5 pts Total Points: 30 Research Paper: Proposal Grading Rubric | PPOG502_B01_202330 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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